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Abstract

Digital signal processors (DSPs) are being extensively used in various power electronic circuits and systems to handle the growing complexity of the controllers and the trigger signal generation schemes. In this paper we present a DSP library based on the Modelica language and a fixed-point code generator that generates code for TI's C2000 DSPs for implementing power electronic circuits using a rapid prototyping approach. A novel real-time link has been incorporated into the automatic fixed-point code generator to go with the DSP, and which can be used for the real-time control of parameters such as duty ratio or firing angle of classical power electronic converters. The effectiveness of such a setup for power electronic education and research is demonstrated by the simulation and concurrent real-time implementation of a classical buck chopper circuit.

I. Introduction

Power electronic systems (PES) are used in a wide array of industrial applications. Computers, digital products, most modern industrial systems, automobiles, home appliances, motor controllers and any other application that uses electrical energy involves some form of energy processing using a PES. With the advent of better semi-conductor devices and faster processors, designers are now producing energy-efficient, more reliable, and very sophisticated power electronic systems. According to IEEE [1] rapid prototyping is defined as “a type of prototyping in which emphasis is placed on developing prototypes early in the development process to permit early feedback and analysis in support of the development process.” The use of rapid prototyping tools greatly reduces the time required for the overall design process and enables the designer to spend more time designing efficient controllers.

In the past few years integrated real-time control has been gaining importance in power electronic applications. To achieve real-time control most modern power electronic systems are employing new techniques such as digital signal processing. A modern power electronics lab should hence have a powerful thrust towards digital real-time control as well as hardware basics. Simulation has become an important tool in understanding any engineering system in general and Power Electronic (PE) system in particular. In educational institutions, simulation is mainly used as a tool for effective teaching and research. Industries extensively use simulation as an effective tool to design new products and to trouble shoot problems. Rapid prototyping tools aim to bridge the gap between simulation and implementation and make the power electronic circuit design a one step process. In this paper we present a rapid prototyping tool that utilizes Modelica-Dymola based modeling and simulation platform and modular power electronic building blocks with fixed point DSP control for physical implementation.
II. Simulation and Modeling of Power Electronic Circuits

Simulation has been proven to be an effective medium for power electronic education and research [2,3]. Several simulators such as Saber, PSpice, CASPOC, SIMPLORER are been used for power electronic circuits. It has been shown that DYMOLA simulator is a versatile and cost-effective PC based simulation engine for power electronic circuits [4,5]. Modelica [6] is an object-oriented modeling language for modeling and visualizing complex physical systems developed by the Modelica Association. It is the result of an attempt to come up with an ideal modeling environment that unifies and generalizes previous object-oriented modeling languages. It supports acausal modeling and their reuse along with inheritance properties. Systems can be expressed in DAE’s, ODE’s, bond graphs, finite state automata or as state charts. Such a wide functionality provides the user with a very powerful tool to model complex physical systems. Modelica models are open source and hence the user has the flexibility in modifying and improving existing models or creates his own models as per his specific needs. The systems developed using these models can be simulated in a wide variety of simulation engines like Simulink, ACSL [7], MathModelica [8] or DYMOLA [9].

At Iowa State University the use of DYMOLA for undergraduate power electronic education has been actively pursued. Extensive work done on modeling of power electronic components [4,5,10] has been used in the development of an undergraduate course on power electronics [11]. On-line measurement templates for THD, RMS and average values have also been developed in Dymola [12]. Modelica based power electronics library has recently been developed at Iowa State University [13]. Models for power quality measurement have also been added for studying the effect of power electronic components in a modern power delivery system. [14]

III. DSP-based Rapid Prototyping Schemes

The design of physical systems is approached using modeling and simulation. Traditionally modeling/simulation and implementation have been two distinct tasks. The need for reducing the time developed to realizing products has called for rapid prototyping concept. Such a concept integrates the simulation platform with a hardware test bed and provides the user with a real-time link between the PC and the controlling DSP (vide Fig.1). The real-time link (JTAG) enables the user to vary parameters on the fly from the PC and observe the impact on the connected hardware. These ideas are realized in this contribution.

![Fig 1. Modelica / Dymola simulation and concurrent implementation using Code Composer and DSP hardware setup](image-url)
A number of DSP based rapid prototyping schemes are available today. The most popular being Matlab/Simulink’s Real-Time Workshop (RTW) with dSPACE hardware [15,16] and Vissim’s Rapid Prototyper software [17]. Matlab’s RTW uses the Simulink platform for building the physical system. However in such a setup the blocks have causal connections, which could cause a problem when it is not known apriori what the inputs and outputs of the system are. Vissim’s Rapid Prototyper software uses Texas Instruments’ (TI) fixed-point DSP as its target. The number of models is small and the user has to create most of the models that he/she needs to use for simulating the system. A generic real-time simulation approach using dual DSP’s for power electronic systems was attempted a few years ago [18]. However, this approach suffers from the drawback that multiple DSP’s were used, thereby increasing the price and complexity of the system. Moreover, this approach was rigid in nature as one could not experiment with a number of power converter topologies in a short span of time. A modular approach using a TI C240 has been used to develop software modules for control and operation of classical power electronic converters [19]. However in this setup the real-time link is not portable over DSP platforms and is vendor specific. There is no link with a simulation engine and each software module for generating signals has to be hand coded. A more generic real-time link [20] was used with a C243 processor using the Code Composer Integrated Development Environment (IDE) to realize classical power electronic converters. However in this setup again there was no link to any simulation engine and hence the algorithm needed to be hand written.

IV. Modelica /Dymola with a DSP based IDE for Rapid Prototyping Scheme

To use this modeling environment in a rapid prototyping scheme there should be a process by which the physical system description is converted to DSP source code. This would enable the concurrent implementation of the simulated model using modular power electronic building blocks. To achieve this it is necessary to model DSP peripherals for use in the simulation environment. This is the basis behind the creation of the DSP model library called “DSPLib”. The next step is to generate a DSP code based on the model description. To provide a cost-effective target for implementation the code generated would need to go with a fixed-point DSP. This has been achieved using a program written in C called “FixedCodeGen” for generation of fixed-point code from a floating-point code. The proposed scheme for rapid prototyping together with simulation being optional is shown in Fig. 2.
V. DSP Library for Power Electronic Systems

The DSP Library contains models for some standard DSP peripherals. These models can be used to describe DSP functionality together with a physical system. The library has been developed according to the Modelica package concept and is called DSPLib. The models developed under this library are:

1. Timer
2. Capture Block
3. Triggered Timer
4. Multifunction Timer
5. Triggered Multi Function Timer

All these models (basic elements of a digital system and form the DSP peripherals) are commonly useful for power electronic converter applications. Timers and ring counters are extensively used for trigger signal generation whereas the capture peripheral is used for line synchronization. The concept around such model development is discussed in the following sections.
V.1 Timer

The timer block is essentially a square wave generator. The user specifies the frequency and duty ratio of the square wave, which is used to generate the desired output. Using these values the time period and on time period (width) are calculated. Internally the timer model normalizes the current time into multiples of the desired period (t) and a remainder (sqtime). If the remainder is greater than the on time the output is either low or high. This process is described in Algorithm 1 and the variation of period, width (ontime), sqtime, t and v are shown in Figure 3a, 3b.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Step 1: Using input values of Frequency and Duty ratio calculate the period and the on-time for the timer.} \\
\text{period} &= \frac{1}{\text{frequency}} \\
\text{on time} &= \left(\frac{\text{duty}}{100}\right) \times \text{period}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Step 2: Convert simulation time into multiples of period (t) and a remainder sqtime.} \\
\text{t} &= \text{div(time, period)} \\
\text{sqtime} &= (\text{time} - \text{t} \times \text{period})
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Step 3: Compare remainder with on time. If greater then Timer output (v) is low else high.} \\
v &= \text{if sqtime} \geq \text{on time then low else high}
\end{align*}
\]

Algorithm 1: Timer operation

![Figure 3a, 3b. Variation of DSP Timer variables with time](image)

V.2 Capture Block

The capture block senses the rising or falling edge of a given signal and generates positive pulses at each of these events and is used for synchronizing signals with external clocks. The block has two outputs that represent the rising and falling edges respectively. Using flags the user can select either edge or both for detection. The current value of the input signal is compared with its value 0.1msec before to ascertain whether there has been a change. If the input signal changes at a rate faster than this the model would produce erroneous results. This can be corrected by appropriately reducing the value of the delay. The capture block equation flow is shown in Algorithm 2. The variation of these variables (v1, v2 and v3) with time is shown in figure 4.
Step 1: Store current value of Capture block input signal as valk. Store the input value 0.1msec before current time as valkminus1.

\[
\text{valk} = v_1 \quad (\text{input signal}) \\
\text{valkminus1} = \text{delay}(v_1, 0.0001)
\]

Step 2: If flags for up trigger and down trigger are set check if appropriate transition has occurred using valk and valkminus1.

\[
\text{v2} = \text{if valk} > \text{valkminus1 then high else low (UP Trigger)} \\
\text{v3} = \text{if valkminus1} > \text{valk then high else low (DN Trigger)}
\]

Algorithm 2: Capture block operation

V.3 Triggered Timer

The triggered timer model has essentially the same features as the normal timer model except that it can be started using an external trigger pulse. The operation of the triggered timer is illustrated in Algorithm 3. The timer also generates positive pulses at every period (IntP) and (IntC) as shown in Fig. 5.b. The timer gets reset (P1) with the arrival of every trigger pulse (T) as shown in Fig 5.a.
V.4 Multi-Function Timer
The multi-function timer behaves in a manner similar to a ring counter. The multi-function timer targets output port C of the DSP and is 8 bits wide. The various parameters that the model requires are:

1. Number of bits on (Port width that the user desires)
2. Frequency
3. Shift
4. On For (which decides the number of units of time for which a bit will be consecutively on.)

The operation of this model is best illustrated in Algorithm 4 and further explained with an example. Assume that bits IOPC0 to IOPC5 are set high, frequency is set at 60Hz, shift set to 1 and On For to 3. The model calculates the port width that the user desires. In this case the number of bits the user has enabled is 6. The model then scales the internal frequency of the timer by multiplying this value with the user-defined frequency. Hence for the values specified above the internal timer frequency is 360 Hz and the timer then calculates the period (1 unit) based on this value. The shift value specifies the next bit that is turned high in comparison to the initial after 1 unit of time elapses. Hence in our case after IOPC0 is high for the first unit bit IOPC1 will be turned on for the next unit of time. The “On For” parameter decides the number of units of time for which a bit will be consecutively on. In our case bit IOPC0 will be on for three units and therefore would be on when bits IOPC1 and IOPC2 are high. The values that are set in the example generate the necessary trigger signals for a 180° square wave inverter. Changing the “On For” parameter to 2 would change the trigger signal generation into one needed for a 120° square wave inverter.

```
Step 1: Calculate period and on time from input values
    period = 1/frequency
    on time = ((duty/100)*period)

Step 2: When trigger input is high reset timer count.
    when (T >= 1)
    trigtime = time
    continue = 1

Step 3: Normalize current time into a multiple (t) of timer period and a remainder (sqtime)
    timertime = (acttime - trigtime);
    t = div(timertime, period);
    sqtime = (timertime - t*period);

Step 4: If remainder (sqtime) is greater than on-time then Timer output is low else high
    P1 = if (sqtime >= width) then low else high;

Step 5: If sqtime is equal to period or on time set appropriate flag
    IntP = if sqtime >= period then high else low
    IntC = if sqtime = on time then high else low;
```

Algorithm 3: Triggered timer operation
Internally the model converts the frequency into time period (period) and normalizes the current time into multiples of the desired period (t) and a remainder (“sqtime”). It calculates the start time and the stop time for each individual pin and using these values and the dynamic value of “sqtime” it decides whether the pin should be high or low. The algorithm that achieves this for pin IOPC0 of the port is described below. The waveforms for the various variables “sqtime”, “period” and “ontime” are shown in Fig. 6. The value of sqtime varies from 0 to period and each pin is on for the ontime specified.

![Figure 6: Variation of DSP Multi-Function Timer block variables with time](image)

Step 1: Calculate period and number of pins of port that are needed

\[
\text{period} = \frac{1}{\text{frequency}}
\]

\[
\text{portson} = \text{From user input calculate port width been used}
\]

Step 2: Calculate time for which each pin is on and time to shift from one pin to another

\[
\text{sector} = \text{width}/\text{portson}
\]

\[
\text{timeshift} = \text{sector} \times \text{shift}
\]

\[
\text{ontime} = \text{sector} \times \text{onfor}
\]

Step 3: Normalize current time into a multiple of period (t) and remainder (sqtime).

\[
\text{t} = \text{div}(\text{time}, \text{period})
\]

\[
\text{sqtime} = (\text{time} - \text{t} \times \text{period})
\]

Step 4: Check remainder to decide which pins of port need to be on.

\[
\text{v0} = \text{if sqtime is within pin on time then high else low}
\]

Algorithm 4: Multi-Function timer operation
V.5 Triggered Multi-Function Timer

This model is very similar to the Multi-Function Timer model. The only difference is that an external trigger (Trig.v) is required to start its operation. Internally the model converts the frequency into time period (period) and normalizes the current time into multiples of the desired period and a remainder (“sqtime”). It calculates the start time and the stop time for each individual pin and using these values and the dynamic value of “sqtime” it decides whether the pin (C0.v) should be high or low (Fig 7.a). The timer gets reset with the arrival of every trigger pulse (Fig 7.b). The operation of the triggered multi function timer is illustrated in Algorithm 5. With the arrival of each trigger pulse (Trig) the value of sqtime is reset to zero and the generation of output pulses is reset simultaneously.

```
Step 1: Calculate period and number of pins of port that are needed
    period = 1/frequency
    portson = From user input calculate port width been used

Step 2: When trigger input is high reset timer count.
    when (Trig.v >= 1)
        trigtime = time

Step 3: Calculate time for which each pin is on and time to shift from one pin to another
    sector = width/portson
    timeshift = sector*shift
    ontime = sector*onfor

Step 4: Normalize current time into a multiple of period (t) and remainder (sqtime).
    timertime = (acttime - trigtime);
    t = div(timertime, period);
    sqtime = (timertime - t*period);

Step 5: Check remainder to decide which pins of port need to be on.
    C0 = if sqtime is within pin on time then high else low
```

Algorithm 5: Triggered multi-function timer operation

Figure 7.a, 7.b Variation of DSP Triggered Multi-FunctionTimer block variables with time
The graphical blocks in Dymodraw for each of the above models are shown in Fig.8.

![Graphical blocks for DSP Library components](image)

Models for A/D converter and serial port interface are now been developed. The models that have been developed can be incorporated into the block diagram representation of the power electronic circuits built using Modelica based blocks to include DSP functionality and enable automatic code generation for a DSP.

**VI. Fixed-Point Code Generation from Floating point Dymola code**

FixedCodeGen is an application that converts the Modelica system containing blocks from DSPLib in floating point format into fixed point DSP source code. The DSP source code generated is compatible with Texas Instruments C2000 family of processors.

The program reads the floating point C code description (dsmodel.c) in Dymola of the physical system generated during the translation process. Alternatively the Modelica file (*.mo) or the Modelica flat file (*.mof) could also have been used for the code generation process. Dsmodel.c was chosen as the file name is constant irrespective of the name of the Modelica system and hence simplifies the code conversion. The program generates two files:

1. C243xyz.c
2. Genlog.txt

C243xyz.c is the fixed point DSP source code and can be used to generate a DSP executable code. Genlog.txt is a log file that the application generates and contains detailed listing on the progress of code generation. The program execution in the form of a flow chart is illustrated in Fig. 9.
As shown in Fig. 9 the main functions of the FixedCodeGen program are:

1. Read the input file dsmodel.c and identify the various DSP blocks present (Currently it recognizes the timer and the multi-function timer block. These have been used to realize DC-DC and DC-AC converters).

2. Identifies any resource conflicts (in case of multiple use if a DSP peripheral at the same time) that are present. If any resource conflicts are present the application stops and an error message is generated.

3. In the absence of resource conflicts the applications reads the input parameter for the various DSP blocks.

4. Based on the input parameters it generates appropriate values for DSP registers.

5. Initializes DSP status registers.

6. Assigns register to a variable needed for Real-Time control.

7. Writes infinite while loop for continuous execution.

8. Writes Interrupt Service Routine if required.

The program has been written in C using Microsoft Visual C++ developmental tool. Using this program the user can convert dsmodel.c code into a DSP code that could go with Code Composer Studio type developmental environment of TI- DSP. The real-time link present in
Code Composer is used for real-time variation of control parameters. Use of “FixedCodeGen” to realize power electronic circuits is demonstrated for a classical DC-DC buck chopper circuit in lieu of space limitations.

VII. DC-DC Buck Chopper

The buck chopper is a classical DC-DC step down converter. The output voltage is a function of the input voltage and the duty ratio of the switch. External trigger is not required for the switching and the pulses are generated with respect to the processor clock. For implementing this using a DSP we would set it up to generate a square wave signal. This signal can be generated using the timers present in the DSP. The buck chopper circuit has been simulated using the DSP timer block present in the DSP library along with other models in the standard Modelica library such as switches, resistors, capacitors etc. The schematic for this circuit and the resulting output current waveforms obtained using simulation are shown in Figs. 10 and 11a, 11b respectively.

![Figure 10: Buck Chopper circuit using Modelica blocks](image1)

![Figure 11.a, 11.b Output current waveforms for a duty ratio of 60% (Input Voltage 100V)](image2)

The next step is to utilize the FixedCodeGen routine to generate the fixed-point DSP code. The routine provides a real-time control on the duty ratio parameter. This can be achieved by varying the contents of memory address 0xA001 of the DSP RAM space. This code can then be used in the Code Composer developmental environment to produce a DSP executable. Code Composer is an Integrated Developmental Environment provided by Texas Instruments for its digital signal processors. Using this environment it is possible to develop and debug user written algorithms.
The environment (Fig. 1) has been used to realize the various classical power electronic converters to demonstrate a unified approach to trigger signal generation [20]. The buck chopper circuit was implemented using modular power electronic building blocks. The switch used was IGBT based and was part of switching module provided by Lab-Volt. The entire schematic is shown in Fig 12. The output voltage obtained across the load and the resistor of 300 ohms is shown in Fig. 13.

![Fig 12. Schematic to implement PC-DSP control of Buck Chopper](image)

Fig 13. Output voltage and current through load resistor

**VIII. Conclusions**

A rapid prototyping tool based on the Modelica/Dymola modeling simulation platform has been proposed. It provides the user with a powerful tool to test and develop new ideas and concepts in power electronics.
monitoring and control of power electronic circuits in a laboratory environment. Such a setup utilizes a fixed point DSP, a very popular choice for building such controllers in lieu of the costs involved. Code Composer’s inbuilt real-time link with the target processor of C2000 series is used to modify and refine control parameters. The effectiveness of such a scheme has been demonstrated through simulation and concurrent implementation of a classical buck chopper. Such a rapid prototyping tool would be valuable for an integrated teaching/research activity in PE area.
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